Introduction
The phrase "language and borders" suggests that language differences signify categories of person defined by ethnic or national origin and that these categories are opposed to each other. People act in ways that are taken as "having" a language, which is equated to "belonging" to an origin group. Borders emerge in specific contexts as a metonymy of person, language, and origin category. This metonymy can be fleeting or quite rigid and in varying degrees politicized.
Weinreich (235) and Haugen (105) provided key texts in the study of these issues, both published in 1953. Weinreich related structural influence to social factors shaping language contact situations. Haugen conducted a historically specific study of bilingual behaviors evolving in ongoing social and cultural interaction. Weinreich's concern with structural phenomena, particularly interference, rests on an idea of language defined by phonological, grammatical, and lexical relations. This relatively reified linguistic system is controlled by a bilingual individual; individuals may be grouped by shared traits such as --526 URCIUOLI nationality, race, and gender. Haugen's concern with the plasticity of linguistic behavior rests on the idea that what people perceive as a given language depends on the conditions of their perception, which depend on the development of specific relations and institutions in specific places and times; hence, Haugen (106) formulates such relations as a linguistic ecology.
The idea of a linguistic ecology is compatible with Hymes's (125) and Jakobson's (130) speech-event model, in which code is one of several elements of context, the interpretation of which depends on functional relations among the whole. The lexical-phonological-grammatical structure is embedded in a wider system of communicative competence. In Silverstein's (204) terms, the semantico-referential becomes one of several functions. As Gal (76, 77) has pointed out, until these connections are drawn and linked to a larger set of political and economic structures, one does not have the analytic wherewithal to show how linguistic identities come to be deployed as they are. Similarly, Irvine (127) argues that there is no simple correlation of linguistic differentiation to social practice. Linguistic practices and elements operate as cultural and symbolic capital in Bourdieu's (28) sense, although as Woolard (238) cautions, how dominant political structures reproduce linguistic capital is not a simple isomorphic or presupposed relation.
Treating codes as monoliths mapped onto social groups is a running theme in much work from the 1960s and 1970s on the sociology of language (65,66, 97) and in work from the 1960s to the present on language and social psychology (85-88, 146). These literatures are concerned largely with social actors expressing attitudes, loyalties, and other affective expressions toward minority languages in major post-industrial societies. In that context it is not surprising that language and social psychology work, and macro-oriented sociology of language work (such as Fishman's) (65-67), generally treated codes as structural monoliths. This was less the case in the micro-oriented sociology of language: For example, Gumperz & Wilson (98) examined social interaction and structural convergence, and Blom & Gumperz (26) used the concepts of situational and metaphorical switching to examine the ways in which the alternation of linguistic features from local and standard varieties of Nonvegian index social relations. Work on codeswitching and bilingualism has evolved from these approaches, from Hymes (125) and from Labov (143) . This work is highly tuned to the complexity of linguistic structures and social use, though the literature has often treated the codes involved in switching and bilingualism as affective monoliths, i.e. as if each separate linguistic package had its own affective value, reflecting a pervasive Euro-American tendency to link language and ethnicity.
Nationalist language ideologies in Britain and Europe came to a head in nineteenth-century Herderian romantic nationalism, although they have longer geneses in political and economic relations within and among nation-states and in European colonial expansion (41, 90) . The genesis of the notion of language and borders lies in the shared "imagining" (5) of spacially bounded, linguistically homogenous nations. According to Hobsbawm (123:46) , it is worth asking why this particular type of community came to be so quickly and widely imagined by so many people, especially since nationalist languages are generally literacized, a limited realm of social experience for most inhabitants of nineteenth-century Europe. The vision of language based on a print (grammar and dictionary) model, developed by nineteenth-century nationalist intellectuals became deeply presupposed in academics. The vision must have begun breaking apart as scholars turned their attention to language contact phenomena. The groundwork laid by the work described above prepared the way for analytic shifts in the late 1970s and early 1980s, most evident in work on pidginization and creolization (see 133 for discussion) and on codeswitching and language shift, which are the foci of the next section.
Codeswitching and the Nature of Code
The problem of what constitutes a language has been illuminated by studies of codeswitching over the past two decades (82,120,170-172,176,248; see also 4, 53, 56, 111) . Codeswitching situations may over time lead to some degree of syncretism [i.e. the neutralization of linguistic oppositions under certain conditions (120:57)], formal or pragmatic or both, depending on the linguistic typology involved and the structural politics of the switching situation (see 98, 105, 120, 202) . A syncretic situation may or may not result in formal, i.e. morphological or syntactic, convergence (for discussion of formal syncretism in Spanish-English bilingualism and Spanish-Native American bilingualism, see 12, 25, 60, 137, 148, 167, 174, 178, 190) . There may also be functional syncretism, in which either code may accomplish the same social work in certain contexts.
In examining the relations between codes, salient problems include constraints on codeswitching, and whether there is a fundamental distinction between switching and borrowing. Based on quantitative work on SpanishEnglish switching in New York, Poplack (185) proposed an equivalence constraint (switches only occur where the order of constituent elements in either language is not violated) and a free morpheme constraint (bound morphemes are not switched). Research from the 1980s, including work on Arabic and French (17), and Spanish and Hebrew (20), demonstrated that the equivalence and bound morpheme constraints did not apply universally. Focusing on intrasentential switching, Myers-Scotton (170, 172) argues that the problem of constraints should be reconceptualized as involving a matrix language, which sets the morphosyntactic frame, and an embedded language, which (along with the matrix language) supplies constituents. Which language serves as matrix for which speakers depends on social factors, so it is not possible to predict simply from language structure alone how switching will be constrained. Myers-Scotton (171:129), Gardner-Chloros (82:64), and Romaine (192:286) also argue against the distinction made by some analysts between switching and borrowing on the grounds that such a distinction presupposes a separateness of grammars that ignores historical process-in effect, recreating the monolith problem with which this section started.
Within possible structural constraints, what is actually switched depends on the ways in which the social actors, given their relationships and the specific context, interpret the codes involved. Gumperz & Hernindez-Chivez (95, 96) developed the metaphorical approach into an intimacy-distance explanation of Spanish-English switching, an approach further developed by Gumperz's students and colleagues into analyses of language and identity emergent in workplaces, courtrooms, and other public settings (94). Studies of MexicanAmerican and Puerto Rican switching have examined conversational and narrative strategies (2, 3, 15, 148, 215, 216, 226, 227) , child-language socialization (83, 124, 162, 244, 245) , and community-wide patterns (147, 180, 199, 248) . Zentella (248) uses Goffman's (89) notion of "footing" to analyze switching and finds, as did ValdCs (226) , that at times switching itself, rather than the specific code choice, accomplishes the social work of discourse.
In these studies, it becomes evident that an us-vs-them contrast cannot be ascribed to every instance of switching. In situations of unmarked (170, 172) or "smooth" (186) switching, as is the case among New York Puerto Rican bilinguals, switching is frequently intrasentential and highly automatized (147, 180, 248) . Functional convergence is likely to develop in this situation (222) . Code contrast is much more likely to emerge in switching in the kinds of public places in which politicization of identity is a direct issue. In such places, linguistic distinctions may be mapped onto categories of person such that a borderline in the sense of who belongs and who does not can cut right through the public arena. Heller's work (109, 110, (112) (113) (114) demonstrates how carefully switching may be negotiated in Montreal, in encounters among colleagues or among strangers, when code choice is maximally marked. Gal's (75) study of German and Hungarian in Austria foregrounded the complex historical specificity of conditions bearing on code choice: Code meanings shift over time; presentations of self through code depend on network affiliations; age, generation, and network affiliations work differently for men and women.
WhatDo the Natives Know about Code?
As the direction of work over the past fifteen years suggests, and as Singh (206, 207) has critically pointed out, one cannot assume that a specific code always carries a specific message. One cannot even always assume speakers and linguists would agree as to what the code is. Hill & Hill (120) found that Mexicano and Spanish exhibited syncretisms that often ran counter to speakers' perceptions of their own code behavior since speakers were not always in a position to know the source of their usages; more to the point, a linguist's classification of code and the judgments native speakers might assign have different goals. The rhetorical purposes that emerge in codeswitched discourse are very much tied into the long-term political economy of language (76) that shapes not only the language situation itself but social actors' relations. Puerto Ricans in New York, who codeswitch with each other in highly routinized ways, may or may not express awareness of Spanish used with or by AfricanAmerican neighbors, but they are sensitive to white Anglos using Spanish: They map language difference onto race-class difference, just as it has been mapped onto them (221) . Poplack (186) notes that the "flagged" (by hesitation or other prosodic phenomena) French-English codeswitching in Ontario-Hull is saturated with overt rhetorical purpose as the "smooth" Puerto Rican Spanish-English switching in New York is not. The French-English switching is more marked than the Spanish-English. Spanish-English switched segments are also rhythmically and intonationally linked (220); those phenomena, along with the operation of Poplack's equivalence constraint and a certain degree of discourse-functional integration, create a situation of minimal markedness. This seems to be the case with much in-group switching, such as that described for US Norwegian-English (105), urban Wolof speakers (208) , for the children of Italian migrant workers in Germany (lo), and for Moroccan Arabic and Dutch in the Netherlands (176) .
One of the most important points that emerges from the literature on switching is that, as Gardner-Chloros notes in her study of Alsatian-French switching, "it is not always possible to assign a linguistic unit to one system alone" (82:48). Similarly, Romaine (192:281) argues that "the idea that any given speech event must belong to a particular named language" may not be a useful concept in dealing with codeswitching and that codeswitching may not in fact involve separately stored, independent codes. She also argues that the idea of an "individual" linguistic competence may hold little meaning outside the context of testing procedures, which is the ideology that dominates public, particularly educational, policy on bilingualism. Most studies of bilingualism that have any serious policy implications have been set up as yardsticks of competence, measured as test answers, but never as assessments of community-based communicative competence (147) .
When Is a Code No Longer the Same Code?
The literature on language shift and language death also offers insight as to where code "ends." The elements of language change that can be measured formally may not be isomorphic with what speakers see themselves doing. Language shift is often characterized by systemic simplification, as Dorian (47) found in shifts over generations as Scots Gaelic in East Sunderland is replaced by English (see also 48). Such shifts are not limited to minority or disappearing languages. Morphological simplification has been found among French speakers in Ontario (169) and in the Turkish of immigrant children in Berlin (183). Whereas minimal shift has been found by some researchers in the verb system of Puerto Rican Spanish in New York (188, 213) , Zentella (248) in particular finds considerable tense, mood, and aspect shift in the Spanish of second-generation New York Puerto Ricans, as does Silva-Corvalhn (203) among Los Angeles Mexican-Americans. Silva-Corvalhn also asks why investigators are so concerned with proving there are no shifts, i.e. that US Spanish has remained "pure." The answer lies partly in the inherited terminology. Mougeon & Beniak (169) point out that sociolinguistic investigators often work with minority languages and hesitate to set up research that might target those languages as "impure," an attitude that ends up reinforcing a kind of covert purism. Perhaps, Dorian (49) argues, it makes no sense to take a hard formal (i.e. purist) line as to what constitutes the "real" version of a minority or majority language. Citing work on revival efforts conducted among Irish (158) and Tiwi (151) speakers, Dorian argues that revival may require compromise. What matters in the end is not a pure historical continuity but what speakers do with languages.
As Dorian (47) found in her study of East Sunderland Gaelic, there are "semi-speakers" whose formal production is different from that of full speakers but who do use the language with their older kin. Their lexical and grammatical production is measurably different, but their pragmatic skills are appropriate. A similar shift is taking place in Dyirbal of younger speakers (201) . Whatever the formal situation, speakers may do pragmatic work to create a sense of boundary. In Cape Breton Gaelic (166) , speakers use what lexical and grammatical resources they have to create, in greetings and other formulaic ways, their sense of belonging together. Similarly, "terminal speakers" of Arvanitika in Greece, who exhibit formal differentiation from full speakers, construct innovative performances in which to make the most, performatively speaking, of their "skewed" skills (219) .
Language shifts are inextricably tied to shifts in the political economy in which speech situations are located (47, 75) . This connection can be seen in generational shifts in perceptions of Breton linguistic value (141) and in the replacement of a local New Guinea language by Tok Pisin among younger speakers (140) . The attendant codeswitching and the adults' assessments that children themselves are responsible for the shift suggest that the force behind the tip [when a speaker population suddenly shifts or "tips" from one language to another; see Dorian (47) ] to Tok Pisin is its symbolic potential in the local political economy of talk. Formal diminution may not always result from speakers having imperfect models but rather from the distribution of style options across the two languages involved in a politicized set of relationships, e.g. among Mexicano-Spanish speakers (1 18).
Although language shift can be caused by obliteration of a way of life or even more tragically a whole people, it may also be part of a less drastic set of processes, e.g. a larger set of economic shifts, as in Ireland and Canada (58, 59) . For Jews and Berbers in Morocco, giving up a language may not mean giving up a culture (18). For Swedish migrants to the United States in the late 1800s, embracing English meant not being subject to class-based judgments of their Swedish (103) .
What Pulls Linguistic Elements into a Language?
Although language elements add up to language, they do not add up so readily to a language. As suggested in the foregoing discussion about the social deployment of language in contact and shift situations, the sense of a compendious language emerges when people perform it. Social actors bring into being a sense of boundedness, which may also map onto a border. This point can be obscured in conventional sociolinguistics. Romaine (191:lOl) has argued that variable rule-based sociolinguistic theory assumes that "languages exist in the real world in the same way that physical phenomena do" since the variable rule presupposes that speakers share a set of basic rules (implying a normative state of the language) and that varieties are described by modifications of those rules (142, 143) . Pousada & Greenlee (187) criticize sociolinguistics overconcern with linear models based on the production of individual speakers and its underconcern with the ways in which forms, as used, acquire sociopolitical meaning. The concerns raised by Romaine and by Pousada & Greenlee proceed from what Friedrich characterizes as a linguistic "rage for order," which masks the fact that "language is unordered or poorly ordered to a greater extent than would be surmised from linguistic theories" (74:139). LePage & Tabouret-Keller (1525) make a similar point: What cannot be ordered is too often set aside as so much noise. Thus, for example, although speech rhythms and intonation are important indices of social location and value, they have drawn little attention in sociolinguistics and studies of bilingualism and language contact. Yet as Gumperz and his associates have shown (93, 94), prosod i cãnd accents (which are not semiotically reducible to phonological variation) are key in the perception of ethnic and race boundaries that thread their way through ordinary situations and that have real-world consequences for people's social options.
Lambert and his associates have paid attention to accents and other aspects of code perception in relation to stereotypes and social behavior (146) . In their matched-guise studies of reactions to tape-recorded linguistic cues, they in effect studied ethnic-cultural personality stereotypes indexed by these verbal cues and explored how respondents typified their actions in response. Giles and his associates consistently examined accents not simply as phonological variation but as indexes of stereotypic personality and character traits. In this way, accents are perceived as aspects of person. Already interested in perceptions of accents, Giles (84) formulated accommodation theory in critical response to Labov's notion of contextual style. According to Giles, styles could not be distinguished only by "attention paid to speech" but must also be assessed in terms of interactive language behaviors (e.g, accent) converging toward or diverging from each other. Giles subsequently developed this approach into a systematic assessment of ethnic accents and stereotypes (85-88). Similarly, Ryan, Brennan, and Carranza examined reactions to MexicanAmerican accents as reactions to social stereotype (31, 32, 196) . In their investigations, respondents were found more likely to react pejoratively to an accented speaker heard as lower class than an accented speaker heard as middle class (197:156) . Employment decisions were found to be affected by speakers' perceived ethnicity (134) . Ethnicity was assigned to a speaker on the basis of the speaker's perceived performance. Respondents judged speakers as hypothetical cultural actors in terms of both ethnicity and character and thus oriented themselves to speakers along axes of status and solidarity. The matched-guise has been used to investigate Castilian-Catalan attitudes of status and solidarity (239) in which language judgments were assessed as embodied elements of habitus (27) located in a political economy of language. A recent edited volume contains several studies of the politicization of accent, and of other aspects of politicized pragmatics (81).
LePage & Tabouret-Keller (152) explore linguistic assessments as categorizations of people and their actions. Working from investigations of Caribbean creole processes, they argue that monolithic codes are not given. What does exist, in any society, is the fact of linguistic variation from which people deploy language forms in "acts of identity." From such acts, people's sense of community, group, and language emerge in specific places and times. The problem that cannot be reduced to linear terms is how particular variables generate particular meanings. For example, as the Hills found, the contrastive symbolic positions of Mexicano and Spanish (117, 120) emerge in a historically specific political economy and are formulated in speakers' consciousness of particular linguistic elements-sometimes loan words, sometimes morphology and pronunciation. This consciousness is variable. Such elements become features of actors' voices in a Bakhtinian sense so that people constantly recreate their idea of those codes in specific and politicized relationships, e.g. in the purist consciousness of speakers whose actual speech may not be "pure" Mexicano in a formal sense.
A sense of linguistic cohesion may emerge from the ordering of codes in domains of institutionalized use. Fishman (67) argues that domains play an important role in code maintenance. The situation of Spanish and Guarani furnishes a classic case (195) . In their massive study of Puerto Rican bilingualism in Jersey City (in which the idea of Spanish-English switching as a distinct language variety was first advanced), Fishman et a1 (68) found evidence of Spanish-English functional compartmentalization based on informants' selfreport. Later ethnographic work on New York Puerto Rican bilingualism (9, 181, 248) and Texas border Mexican-American bilingualism (116, 131, 165) shows bilingual situations that appear stable and uncompartmentalized. On the other hand, there is evidence that Lakota bilingualism is stable when its use is structured by domain and unstable when it is not (91). The lowlhigh (L/H) aspect of functional compartmentalization can be problematic. Welsh and English in Bangor have no simple L/H relation; either can be H in different circumstances (154) . In some cases, functional differentiation is still under negotiation and has language policy implications as is the case for Swahili and English in Kenya (55, 145) . Sometimes there is both compartmentalization and linguistic shift, as among East Sunderland Gaelic speakers for whom there is partial or complete code compartmentalization (47) . Perhaps, argues Woolard (241:360), a distinction should be made between function alone and personal relationship. Woolard also notes that Fishman's original formulation had a complexity that has been lost in subsequent uses of the concept. When codes are ordered by function alone, shift is more likely to occur; when codes are ordered by relationships, shift is less likely. This suggests a strong link between the value of code and the value of relationships.
Where Do Borders Come From ?
In many instances, language and group identity are not isomorphic (45, 126, 159, 160) , and people do not always see language shift vitiating their cultural identity (9, 18, 58) . Any sense of language mapping onto culture, and culture onto national identity and thus onto border, must be mediated through macromicro interstices in relationships.
Linguistic elements are semiotically complex (182, 204) : As referential and grammatical elements they are symbolic; they are indexically grounded in human relations; and they are frequently iconic. This semiotic complexity mediates the cultural experience of language (74, 121). Depending on its social use, a linguistic element can be indexically presupposed (taken for granted as part of the social scene) or indexically creative, i.e. performative, bringing into being a change in social reality. When languages take on sharp edges, i.e. borders, they are mapped onto people and therefore onto ethnic nationality (which may or may not map onto a nation-state). Given that ethnicity has become nonlocalized as people move into "global ethnoscapes" (7:191) , much of what the "border" represents is in effect deterritorialized, as is, for example, the case with foreign languages, especially Spanish, in the United States (see below).
Performative aspects of language boundedness have been explored widely in recent years. Mannheim (159, 160) documents how Spanish colonial policy overlaid a language-ethnicity isomorphism onto Inka linguistic territory. Fabian (63) charts the sites in which Swahili, codified by European administrators, emerges as an instrument of organization and control. Woolard (239) examines the interplay of national language policy and historical regional and social factors in people's attitudes toward and use of Catalan and Castilian, and she (242) charts shifts in attitudes over a decade of Catalan language policy. Urla (223, 224) examines the use of census and mapping as informational techniques that reify Basque in Spain. Gal (78) also examines the ways in which census-taking in Hungary created categories of German and Hungarian speakers for purposes of state policy and the ways in which speakers themselves recast the language-ethnicity link in resistant, often ambiguous ways. Silverstein (205) shows how media, educational institutions, and selfhelp courses have reified American English monoglot standard as a "pure, natural" conduit for meaning available to any US resident willing to work hard enough.
In the literature on national language planning, spreading, standardization, and purism, the key issue is how a language becomes transformed and unified, (212), and Andean Quechua (232) . Puristic policies demarcate boundaries via legal mechanisms to keep out "foreign" elements and, indeed, to define foreignness (132, 135, 211) . Language is seen as social action and symbolic resource (28), creatively indexing social distinctions within a society (16, 46, 212) . Issues examined include control of key domains, especially education and law (36, 101, 107, 193, 232) ; overt or covert ideologization of linguistic elements (37, 99, 150) and the effect this may have on what had been one language (189, 212) ; the breaking up of older networks and the redefinition of ethnicity (38, 217) ; the incongruity of policy and practice and the difficulties of rationalizing and controlling outcomes (40, 104, 144, 161) ; and the problem of getting speakers to think of themselves as members of a nation (184) .
General and comparative discussion of minority language issues is provided in References 50, 64, 164, and 237. Of particular interest is the performative reworking undergone by the French-English border within Canada over the past two decades-for example, the development of language policy in Quebec leading up to Bill 101, which established French as Quebec's only official language (29) , and the subsequent events leading to the Meech Lake accord and its dissolution (30, 59) . This legal reinforcement of the ethnic language border, for example, in the battle over which language business signs are to be in, is part and parcel of a larger process in which national and folkloric practices are reified in the construction of a Quebecois cultural boundedness (100) .
A particularly productive literature examines the ways in which people are confronted with the ramifications of nation-state issues in routine interactions.
Here we see borders emerging to thread their way across relationships in ordinary circumstances; and here we see the intersection of macro-and microlinguistic levels of analysis, as elements of talk take on value in a linguistic marketplace (113) . This intersection can put the speaker into what amounts to the cross-hairs of a language-culture dichotomy. Learning a foreign language can put the speaker in a culturally ambiguous situation: Non-Welsh who learn Welsh seem contradictory since Welsh speakers are Welsh and non-Welsh do not speak Welsh (218) . The naturalization of language in Japan means that for English-speaking Japanese in US businesses (198) and for foreign celebrities speaking Japanese (168), speaking English or Japanese poorly makes them more highly regarded by the Japanese than does speaking it well.
In minority language situations, the value of the minority language is often tied to a literacized andlor puristic version, so that hegemonic relations are reconstituted even through the minority language (see also 117). Corsican language learners find themselves in a position in which they can never simply talk; they must always prove their status (129). "Pure" Walloon is ideologically identified with the written form so that actual speakers are typified as speaking their language badly-a trap in which Tamazight speakers in Morocco, a different linguistic ecology, do not find themselves (92). Some Basque speakers, faced with a modernist rationalized Basque mapped onto a bounded nation, respond by crashing into an unbounded eclecticism, e.g. creating a Basque rock scene (225) . Linguistic rationalizations of Breton revivalists run counter to the linguistic ecology of actual Breton-speaking peasants. Revivalists assume that peasants embody and perform a pure natural Breton-ness; this is not always the case, which creates situations of ambiguity and irony (163) . Linguistic boundedness may be created by erasing actual practices that do not fit politically salient categories, at the same time making invisible people in risky or ambiguous positions (128) .
Boundedness may be created by those in power exercising "elite closure" through use of elite language (173) and through people with no power saying in effect that if they cannot fit in, they will draw linguistic lines explaining who they really are (57) . Because literacization is key in making respectable what lies within the boundaries, selecting orthographies to represent the "right" (and least deviant-seeming) version of the language can be politically fraught (33, 194, 200) . Issues of literacization and of language and education shape the power dimension emergent in English pragmatics and therefore reinforce boundedness in a range of cultural situations (81).
Language is mapped onto a sense of cultural border in narratives of ordinary experiences, for example, in francophone women's stories about being married to anglophones (114) , in Puerto Rican women's Spanish narratives showing internalization of majority attitudes toward them (215), in stories passed on by older Puerto Rican women to daughters and other younger relations about taking control over their language and education in their working-class lives (14), and in codeswitched elements of O'Odham and English that project different elements of the narrator's complex identity (122) .
Native Americans have been particularly affected by English boundedness. Leap (149) documents the tight controls that reservation boarding schools placed not only on English but on all "deviant" Indian behavior, in which process "Indian English" formed. Leap also documents ways in which students formed small enclosed areas, within those schools, in which to be Indian, for example, by praying in Ojibwa or joining Navajo friends on the track team. Basso (13) demonstrates the construction and reinforcement of a white vs Apache contrast when English is used in joking performance. Kroskrity (138) describes Tewa perception of English as pushy and controlling on the one hand, and educated and informed on the other, so that switching to English could sharply express contrasting social identities. By contrast, Tewa-Hopi switching is often unmarked; when it does express contrastive identities, it does so less sharply than English-Tewa. Tewa may be used in war songs to define a Tewa-Hopi distinction, whereas Tewa in ceremonial songs may emphasize empathy with Hopi. Sociohistorical shifts in boundaries between groups are thus incorporated into performance.
The emergence of boundedness in school, service encounters, and worksites brings into focus the intersection of the macro-and the micro-level of sociopolitical structure as actors play out culturally stereotyped personae. Actors use that knowledge strategically (109, 110, 112) , taking into account how discourse organization feeds stereotypes (94). The legal arena is a place of particular risk in this regard, as actors may be erased through a privileging of reference, in the ways in which minority defendants' testimony is construed by legal authorities (54), in the privileging of court interpreters' phrasing over that of witnesses (21) , and in the ways that people with accents are, in the face of job discrimination, held legally responsible for getting rid of such "obscuring" language features (155, 161a) . In these ways, border emergence traces the political fault lines that locate social actors' relations in a linguistic ecology.
Several works address the development, social location, and pragmatics of Spanish in the United States: the interplay of linguistic structure, patterns of use and policy, linguistic attitudes, and language pedagogy (19, 24, 53, 60, 61, 136, 190) ; the interplay of identity, language, and sociopolitical issues (139); the demographics of its spread and use (231); and the structure of the border variety of Spanish called pachuco or cald (11, 177) . How different Latin groups view and retain Spanish-English use varies with ethnic and class location (79, 102). The press forms an important public voice in Spanish maintenance, although the Spanish press in the United States differs stylistically and pragmatically from the Spanish press outside the United States (80). The Spanish-English contrast, mapped onto class and race differences, emerges whenever public institutions bear on private concerns (e.g. in dealing with public documents) or whenever people have to negotiate across power relations (e.g. talking to a doctor) (44, 62, 222, 229) . Schools are a frequent site for this emergence. Bilingual education policy has been a major focus of investigation by linguists and language policy scholars (69). The class and race differences that are mapped onto language are reproduced in the practices and performances that make up students' experience (73, 233). Linguistic boundedness is potentially emergent in all sites of Spanish use in the United States, whether by Mexicans, Puerto Ricans, Cubans, Dominicans, or Central and South Americans. But the US-Mexican border presents a special focus for bilingualism, given the history of US-Mexican relations and Mexican labor migration into the United States.
The isomorphism between English-American and non-English-un-American has had a long gestation, although it was not ideologized in the earliest decades of US history (108). By the 1870s, the English border was being legally wrapped around potentially disruptive groups, beginning with policies aimed at eliminating Native American languages (149) . By 1906, US naturalization law required new citizens to speak English. Anti-immigrant-language sentiment grew as the immigrant population grew, culminating in Englishonly laws ca 1920, particularly anti-German laws during World War I (39: 68ff, 157). The primary targets of English-only sentiment in the past two decades have been Spanish-speakers, particularly Mexican, Central American, and Caribbean (1, 43, 209) . Public perceptions of English and Spanish are informed by a zero-sum metaphor: The greater the public presence of Spanish, the greater the threat to English (246) . The image of English endangered by irrational demands informs the way questions are asked in English-only polls (247) and the phrasing of ballot initiatives (240). Such resentment is exacerbated by Spanish-speakers successful in business, as in Florida (34) . In the same political context, bilingual education policy is especially politicized, 538 URCIUOLI often demonized (52) . All this reinforces US perceptions of a "porous border" (35) .
Demographic patterns drawn from the US census are instrumental in establishing geographic proximity as a key factor in Spanish language maintenance (22, 23). Patterns of use and attitudes are locally and historically specific, varying from point to point along the urban border complexes ranging from the Gulf of Mexico to the Pacific (116) . Juarez Mexicans express strong nationalist sentiments toward Spanish and some positive assessments of English but deprecation of the mixed-language behavior of El Paso residents, in effect mapping the border onto language ideology (115) . El Paso remains resolutely bilingual as Juarez remains monolingual, a kind of beachhead for juarenses (210) . In Tucson, Spanish is acquiring new functions, becoming "passively legitimated" (131). ValdCs (228) argues that in the study of these patterns, standard interference and codeswitching models may be inadequate, because border bilingualism has its own configuration.
People who embody the border consistently find themselves socially invisible except as stereotypes. Anglo students studying Spanish treat the word "Mexican" as taboo and seek to erase connections between Spanish and the border (175) . In response to the public erasure of bilinguals' routine experiences, writers such as Anzaldua (6) have explored the creation of literary personae in which the border emerges in multivalenced projections of self in the author-reader relation, valences upon which Torres (214) comments. Flores, Yudice, Attinasi, and Pedraza (70-72) similarly explore ways in which constructions of identity in a range of literary and performance venues confound easy assessments of identity as unmarkedly Anglo vs folklorically Latin: A Latin identity emerges as an internalization of multiple modes of being. Paredes (179) and Lim6n (153) have explored the emergence and construction of the border in folkloric performance. In particular, Paredes addresses analysts' inabilities to see that performance for what it is, thus giving a peculiarly US cast to border people, the kind of cast that Hill (119) explores in American English appropriation of "junk Spanish." Arteaga (8) draws a contrast between, on the one hand, "objective" distinctions between US and Latin identity (e.g. legal criteria for being classified as Hispanic in the US, or "literal" representations of nations in maps or historical writings), and, on the other hand, the poetic construction of a complex Latin border self.
Conclusion
As studies of codeswitching (in conjunction with work on pidginization anc creolization) suggest, linguistic elements such as phonemes, lexemes, anc syntactic or morphological rules cannot be taken for granted as the shape ir which border-making elements come. From the actor's viewpoint, border making elements take on their social reality as "languages," "accents," "mix ing," or "words." These elements can put speakers at risk. Thus, for example, in the United States, accented second-language speakers may face job discrimination because of language traits and find themselves without legal recourse in a system that privileges a "pure, natural" English defined entirely in referential terms. The processes through which English becomes such a social fact are erased, and the sense of boundedness is reinforced. Border-marking language elements are locational markers: They assign people a place, often opposing places between those who "have" the language and those who do not. Borders are places where commonality ends abruptly; border-making language elements stand for and performatively bring into being such places.
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